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• How many times is a toilet 
flushed in New York City 
during a commercial break of 
the Super Bowl?  
 
 
 
www.estimathon.com

The Interview

http://www.estimathon.com


• Number Facts


• Computing Things


• Factoring Polynomials


• Taking a Derivative

Skills Virtues

• Persistence 


• Creativity


• Abilities to interpret, define, 
quantify, abstract, visualize, 
strategize, model, generalize, 
collaborate


• Ability to Solve Problems You’ve 
Never Seen Before
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• but more than standards.

Like practice standards …



• Math isn’t one-dimensional


• There are many mathematical virtues: 
 
playfulness, hopefulness, concentration, persistence, ability to 
change perspectives, disposition towards beauty, awe, joy, habits of 
generalization, interpretation, definition, quantification, abstraction, 
visualization, imagination, inventiveness, thinking for oneself, 
creation, structure identification, thirst for deep investigation, 
unflappability, seeing setbacks as springboards, hospitality, humility, 
teaching, mentoring, …

Virtues offer more ways  
to see oneself as mathematical



• Excellence of character  
that leads to  
excellence of conduct


• being leads to doing


• dispositions or habits of mind 
lead to practices

Virtue



• Are what employers are looking for


• Can’t be replaced by computers/AI


• Make your life richer no matter what 
you do


• Provide a better answer to the question

Virtues - practically speaking

“Why do I need to 
know this stuff”?



• They’re what make the 
classroom, workplace,  
and your life experiences 
a place of wonder, delight, joy

Virtues are Human



Goals
Mudd Math

https://www.hmc.edu/mathematics/department-of-mathematics-goals/



• Affection for Math


• Expectation of Enchantment


• Hopefulness


• Disposition to Beauty


• Habits of Generalization


• and more…

A great math education builds…

Quanta Magazine
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• Why do we focus primarily on skills? 


• Why do our homework and exam problems usually only explicitly 
measure skills?


• Why do we often strip all the best parts of doing mathematics—the 
parts that make them feel human—away from our classrooms?

What’s Happened 
to Math Education?



The Problem:

• But that doesn’t mean you 
shouldn’t try!

Skills are easy to assess, virtues are not



Christopher Jackson

• A traditional assessment would not reveal what he knows.



• I have only partial answers.  


• But they’ve been effective in changing the culture 
of my classroom.


• Start somewhere!

How do we assess virtues?



• YES, YES IT IS.


• Our job is to help our students see this! (Not just on assessments.)


• We can reframe for our students what math is.


• Reinforce virtues as course goals.  
“One of the things I want you to learn is the value of struggle.”


• Helps to have support of entire department. 
“A math department goal is clear communication.”

“But this isn’t math.”



• EVERY ASSESSMENT IS SUBJECTIVE


• the questions you choose to put on an exam are subjective


• how many points you assign are subjective


• rubrics can help you and students see what you’re after

“But assessing virtues is subjective”



• Example: Persistence


• Do your assessments elicit evidence of persistence?


• Do your assessments value it?


• Why not ask students to reflect on these virtues directly?


• Low-stakes, formative metacognition good for students… and for 
us


• Scaffold with clear instruction about what’s expected (rubric)

Directly assessing virtue



• See my blog post: “7 exam questions for a pandemic”
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• Don’t sweat it. 


• Announce that you’ll give full credit for any thoughtful answer.


• It’s formative assessment.


• It communicates to students that virtues are just as valuable as 
skills. 


• You’ll get to know your students as human beings.


• You’ll learn how your students think in ways that will benefit your 
teaching.


• You’ll enjoy reading them.

Assessing Reflection



“These are going to be difficult to grade.”


Not if you make them low-stakes. Keep rubrics simple.


“Doesn’t this reward students who can write better than others?”


Focus on ideas, not language skills.


“We’ll never be able to perfectly assess these things.”


Does that mean we shouldn’t try? Are they better than our current practice?


“Won’t these questions come as a surprise to students?”


Not if you make virtues part of your course goals & constantly reinforce them.


“I’m stressed and I can’t add another thing to my plate.”


I have a feeling, if you try this, you’ll really *enjoy* reading the answers.

More Objections



• See my blog post: “7 exam questions for a pandemic”
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• See my blog post: “7 exam questions for a pandemic”

Reflection Questions



Disposition Towards Beauty

• “soulmates"



Disposition Towards Beauty

• “traditional vs. modern art”



Disposition Towards Beauty
• “everybody can find their own splitting field”



What you’ll learn



Effective Thinking Principles

Q. Identify 10 Effective Thinking Principles you’ve incorporated into 
your practice of mathematics. Describe specifically how 3 of them 
have helped you solve problems you’ve encountered.



Next Step: 
Rubrics

Heidi Wall


Phillips 
Academy
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A great math education builds…

Quanta Magazine



Students have more to learn 
in our math classes 

than just skills

teach towards human flourishing
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